ECOLOGY MIXTURE

ECOLOGY MIXTURE is a mixture of elite quality turf grasses best suited for excellent turf in shady areas and low maintenance areas. Components include 80% Hard Fescue and 20% Chewings Fescue.

Great for:

- Shade
- Low maintenance areas
- Hill sides
- Orchards
- Vineyards

Advantages of Ecology Mixture:

- Ecology Mixture provides turf in shaded areas where other species cannot grow.
- Ecology Mixture contains top rated varieties in the two different species.
- Ecology Mixture is drought tolerant and disease resistant.
- Requires little to no Nz after establishment.
- Grows to 12 – 14 inches and develops attractive seed heads that will give a “meadow effect”.

SUMMER STRESS MIX

SUMMER STRESS MIX is a mixture of three Pennington named varieties of turf type tall fescues composing 90% of the mix and Kentucky Bluegrasses composing 10% of the mixture. The mixture is blended to be more price competitive, while using highly rated varieties as components. Components are selected for a diversity of genetic traits to product quality turf under a range of environmental conditions.

Advantages of Summer Stress Mix:

- Summer Stress Mix, with 10% Kentucky Bluegrass will help net the tall fescue together and adds to the fine textured appearance.
- Summer Stress Mix combines the genetic strengths of three top performing turf type tall fescues.
- Summer Stress Mix provides superior recuperative potential for high traffic areas.